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Preliminaries

CSAS-Q-START
NLSY79 Round 20
CHILD SELF-ADMINISTERED SUPPLEMENT
VERSION: R20CSAS2002.03.20
PDA
(PRESS <F7> FOR LAPTOP ADMINISTRATION)

Default Next: CSAS-FNAME

CSAS-FNAME
ENTER CHILD'S FIRST NAME:

Enter Answer:

Default Next: CSAS-DOB
Lead-In: CSAS-Q-START [Default]

CSAS-DOB
ENTER CHILD'S DATE OF BIRTH:

Enter Date: [Month] [Day] [Year]

Default Next: CSAS-CASECONFIRM
Lead-In: CSAS-FNAME [Default]

CSAS-CASECONFIRM
STARTING CASE FOR
[CHILD NAME ENTRY], D.O.B. = [DATE OF BIRTH ENTRY].
CASE ID = [CASE ID]
IS THIS CORRECT?

1   YES    ...(Go To CSAS-PERM)
0   NO

Default Next: CSAS-FI-GOBACK
Lead-In: CSAS-DOB [Default]

CSAS-FI-GOBACK
TO CHANGE NAME OR D.O.B. PRESS "BACK" UNTIL NEEDED SCREEN APPEARS AND FIX THE INCORRECT ENTRY. IF CASE ID [CASE ID] IS INCORRECT -JOT DOWN INCORRECT CASEID FOR LATER USE. PRESS "NEXT" TO CLOSE THE CASE AND TRY AGAIN.

Default Next: CSAS-EXIT
Lead-In: CSAS-CASECONFIRM [Default]
CSAS-PERM

INTERVIEWER: (IF YOU HAVE NOT ALREADY DONE SO) ASK MOTHER TO SIGN CONSENT
FORM FOR [CHILD NAME ENTRY] TO PARTICIPATE IN THE CHILD SURVEY. RECORD CONSENT
STATUS BELOW.

1   MOTHER SIGNED FORM  ...(Go To CSAS-AGE-CHK)
2   MOTHER REFUSED CONSENT

Default Next:  CSAS-PROJID
Lead-In:       CSAS-CASECONFIRM [1:1]

CSAS-AGE-CHK

([CHILD AGE IN YEARS]<9) OR ([CHILD AGE IN YEARS]>14)

1   Yes/Condition applies
0   No/Condition does not apply

If Answer = 1 Then GoTo  CSAS-AGE-VERIFY

Default Next:  CSAS-AGE-VRFY2
Lead-In:       CSAS-PERM [1:1]

CSAS-AGE-VERIFY

CALCULATED AGE IS [CHILD AGE IN YEARS] YRS -- OUTSIDE OF THE ELIGIBLE AGE RANGE
FOR THIS INSTRUMENT. BACK UP AND VERIFY D.O.B. FOR THIS CASE. IF DATE OF BIRTH IS
CORRECT FOR THIS CASE, ENTER "DOB CONFIRMED" HERE AND PROCEED TO CLOSE THE
CASE.

Enter Answer:  

Default Next:  CSAS-PROJID
Lead-In:       CSAS-AGE-CHK [1:1]

CSAS-AGE-VRFY2

INTERVIEWER - CONFIRM WITH RESPONDENT:
Is s/he [CHILD AGE IN YEARS] years old?

1   Yes  ...(Go To CSAS-AGE9CK1)
0   No

Default Next:  CSAS-R-GOBACK
Lead-In:       CSAS-AGE-CHK [Default]

CSAS-R-GOBACK

INTERVIEWER: CHECK DIFFERENCE AND VERIFY CASE INFORMATION. PRESS "BACK" UNTIL
NEEDED SCREEN APPEARS AND FIX ANY INCORRECT ENTRY. OTHERWISE, CASE WILL BE
CLOSED.

Default Next:  CSAS-PROJID
Lead-In:       CSAS-AGE-VRFY2 [Default]
CSAS-AGE9CK1

[CHILD AGE IN YEARS]=9

1   Yes/Condition applies
0   No/Condition does not apply

If Answer = 1 Then GoTo  CSAS-BEGNEXT

Default Next:  CSAS-CONSENT1
Led-In:  CSAS-AGE-VRFY2 [1:1]

CSAS-CONSENT1

INTERVIEWER (HAND CHILD "CONSENT" CARD) AND READ ALOUD: This part of the survey asks about your activities, experiences, and attitudes. If any question is not clear, the interviewer will help you. You do NOT have to answer any question you would rather not answer.
PRESS "NEXT" TO CONTINUE....

Default Next:  CSAS-CONSENT2
Led-In:  CSAS-AGE9CK1 [Default]

CSAS-CONSENT2

The interviewer does not see your answers and they will not be shown to your parents. Your name is not released to people who use the information in this study. Your answers are private and are protected by law. If you have any questions about this, the interviewer will answer them.
PRESS "NEXT" TO CONTINUE....

Default Next:  CSAS-BEGNEXT
Led-In:  CSAS-CONSENT1 [Default]

CSAS-BEGNEXT

INTERVIEWER: CONTINUE TO THE NEXT SCREEN AND GIVE PDA TO CHILD. ASSIST CHILD AS NEEDED.

Default Next:  CSAS-PDA-BEGIN
Led-In:  CSAS-AGE9CK1 [1:1], CSAS-CONSENT2 [Default]

CSAS-PDA-BEGIN

SELF-ADMINISTERED SUPPLEMENT for Ages 10 to 14 by Dec. 31, 2002. Press NEXT to BEGIN

Default Next:  CSAS-P1
Led-In:  CSAS-BEGNEXT [Default]

CSAS-P1

First, a few practice items. The interviewer can help you with these if you want. (Press NEXT to continue.)

Default Next:  CSAS-P2
Led-In:  CSAS-PDA-BEGIN [Default]

CSAS-P2

In most questions you will use the stylus (or pointer) to press and choose your answer. Then you will press NEXT to save your answer and go to the next question. (Press NEXT....)

Default Next:  CSAS-P3
Led-In:  CSAS-P1 [Default]
CSAS-P3

Are you a boy or a girl?
Highlight your answer with the stylus. Then press NEXT to continue....

   1  Male/Boy
   2  Female/Girl

**Default Next:** CSAS-P4

**Lead-In:** CSAS-P2 [Default]

CSAS-P4

Another type of question uses a number pad. Just press on the numbers to enter your answer....

**Default Next:** CSAS-P5

**Lead-In:** CSAS-P3 [Default]

CSAS-P5

Enter your answer using the number pad:
How old are you?

Enter Answer: 

**Default Next:** CSAS-P6

**Lead-In:** CSAS-P4 [Default]

CSAS-P6

Some questions can have more than one answer. For these questions, you can choose all the answers you want to. Let's try one....

**Default Next:** CSAS-P7

**Lead-In:** CSAS-P5 [Default]

CSAS-P7

(Choose all that apply)
What do you like to do after school?
Press NEXT when you are finished....

   1  Play outside
   2  Watch TV
   3  Do homework
   4  Read
   5  Go to a friend's house
   6  Listen to music
   7  Play video or computer games
   8  Something else

**Default Next:** CSAS-P8

**Lead-In:** CSAS-P6 [Default]
CSAS-P8
You can press the BACK button to go back one and change your answer if you want to.
For most questions, "Don't Know" (DK) and "Refuse" (R) answer buttons will be displayed at the bottom left of
the screen. If you have any trouble, ask the interviewer to help you.

Default Next: CSAS-P9
Lead-In: CSAS-P7 [Default]

CSAS-P9
Ok, Let's begin!

Default Next: CSAS001
Lead-In: CSAS-P8 [Default]

---

**Family Decisions & Interaction**

CSAS001
Please choose ALL that apply.
Within the last MONTH have you and your parent(s). . .

1. gone to the movies together?
2. gone out to dinner?
3. gone shopping or to get something for you - such as clothes, books, records, or games?
4. gone on an outing together, like to a museum or sporting event?
5. gone to church or religious services together?
6. none of the above?

Default Next: CSAS002
Lead-In: CSAS-P9 [Default]

CSAS002
Please choose ALL that apply.
Within the last WEEK have you and your parent(s). . .

1. done things together, such as build or make things, cook, or sew?
2. worked on schoolwork together?
3. played a game or sport?
4. none of the above?

Default Next: CSAS003
Lead-In: CSAS001 [Default]
CSAS003

Please choose ALL that apply.
What tasks are you regularly expected to help out with in your home? Do you help with...

1  straightening your room?
2  keeping the rest of the house clean?
3  doing the dishes?
4  cooking?
5  taking out the trash?
6  pet care?
7  none of the above?

Default Next:  CSAS-AGE9CK2
Lead-In:      CSAS002 [Default]

CSAS-AGE9CK2

[CHILD AGE IN YEARS]=9

1  Yes/Condition applies
0  No/Condition does not apply

If Answer = 1 Then GoTo  CSAS031-INTRO

Default Next:  CSAS004A
Lead-In:      CSAS003 [Default]

CSAS004A

In your home, are there any rules about watching television?

1  Yes
0  No

Default Next:  CSAS005A
Lead-In:      CSAS-AGE9CK2 [Default]

CSAS005A

How much say do you have in making the rules about watching television? (That is, how much do you get to help decide about the rules?)

1  No say at all
2  A little say
3  Some say
4  A lot of say

Default Next:  CSAS006A
Lead-In:      CSAS004A [Default]
CSAS006A
How often do you argue with your parent(s) about the rules about watching television?

1   Hardly ever
2   Sometimes
3   Often

Default Next:   CSAS004B
Lead-In:       CSAS005A [Default]

CSAS004B
In your home, are there any rules about keeping your parent(s) informed about where you are?

1   Yes
0   No

Default Next:   CSAS005B
Lead-In:       CSAS006A [Default]

CSAS005B
How much say do you have in making the rules about keeping your parent(s) informed about where you are?

1   No say at all
2   A little say
3   Some say
4   A lot of say

Default Next:   CSAS006B
Lead-In:       CSAS004B [Default]

CSAS006B
How often do you argue with your parent(s) about the rules about keeping your parent(s) informed about where you are?

1   Hardly ever
2   Sometimes
3   Often

Default Next:   CSAS004C
Lead-In:       CSAS005B [Default]

CSAS004C
In your home, are there any rules about doing your homework?

1   Yes
0   No

Default Next:   CSAS005C
Lead-In:       CSAS006B [Default]
CSAS005C
How much say do you have in making the rules about doing your homework?
1 No say at all
2 A little say
3 Some say
4 A lot of say

Default Next: CSAS006C
Lead-In: CSAS004C [Default]

CSAS006C
How often do you argue with your parent(s) about the rules about doing your homework?
1 Hardly ever
2 Sometimes
3 Often

Default Next: CSAS004D
Lead-In: CSAS005C [Default]

CSAS004D
In your home, are there any rules about dating and going to parties with boys and girls?
1 Yes
0 No
2 No, I'm too young - haven't talked about it ...(Go To CSAS017)

Default Next: CSAS005D
Lead-In: CSAS006C [Default]

CSAS005D
How much say do you have in making the rules about dating and going to parties with boys and girls?
1 No say at all
2 A little say
3 Some say
4 A lot of say
5 I'm too young.
6 We haven't talked about it yet.

Default Next: CSAS006D
Lead-In: CSAS004D [Default]
CSAS006D
How often do you argue with your parent(s) about the rules about dating and going to parties with boys and girls?
1  Hardly ever
2  Sometimes
3  Often
4  I'm too young
5  We haven't talked about it yet.

Default Next: CSAS017
Lead-In: CSAS005D [Default]

CSAS017
Do you live with your biological father, or your stepfather, or neither?
1  Biological father  ...(Go To CSAS007A)
2  Stepfather
3  Neither
4  Live part-time with biological and part-time with stepfather  ...(Go To CSAS007A)

Default Next: CSAS017A
Lead-In: CSAS004D [2:2], CSAS006D [Default]

CSAS017A
Do you (or your mother) ever see, or talk to, your biological father?
1  Yes
0  No
2  My father is deceased

Default Next: CSAS007A
Lead-In: CSAS017 [Default]

CSAS007A
How often does your mother talk over important decisions with you?
1  Often
2  Sometimes
3  Hardly ever

Default Next: CSAS008A
Lead-In: CSAS017 [1:1], CSAS017 [4:4], CSAS017A [Default]

CSAS008A
How often does your mother listen to your side of an argument?
1  Often
2  Sometimes
3  Hardly ever

Default Next: CSAS009A
Lead-In: CSAS007A [Default]
About how often does your mother know who you are with when you're not home?

1. Often
2. Sometimes
3. Hardly ever

**Default Next:** [CSAS007B-DADCHK](#)

**Lead-In:** [CSAS008A](#) [Default]

---

**CSAS007B-DADCHK**

[FLAG - ASK FATHER-RELATED ITEMS?] = 1

1. Yes/Condition applies
2. No/Condition does not apply

If Answer = 1 Then GoTo [CSAS007B](#)

**Default Next:** [CSAS007C-DADCHK](#)

**Lead-In:** [CSAS009A](#) [Default]

---

How often does your father talk over important decisions with you?

1. Often
2. Sometimes
3. Hardly ever

**Default Next:** [CSAS008B](#)

**Lead-In:** [CSAS007B-DADCHK](#) [1:1]

---

How often does your father listen to your side of an argument?

1. Often
2. Sometimes
3. Hardly ever

**Default Next:** [CSAS009B](#)

**Lead-In:** [CSAS007B](#) [Default]

---

About how often does your father know who you are with when you're not home?

1. Often
2. Sometimes
3. Hardly ever

**Default Next:** [CSAS007C-DADCHK](#)

**Lead-In:** [CSAS008B](#) [Default]
CSAS007C-DADCHK

[FLAG - ASK STEP-FA THER RELATED ITEMS?] = 1

1   Yes/Condition applies
0   No/Condition does not apply

If Answer = 1 Then GoTo  CSAS007C

Default Next:   CSAS010A
Lead-In:   CSAS007B-DADCHK [Default], CSAS009B [Default]

CSAS007C

How often does your stepfather talk over important decisions with you?

1   Often
2   Sometimes
3   Hardly ever

Default Next:   CSAS008C
Lead-In:   CSAS007C-DADCHK [1:1]

CSAS008C

How often does your stepfather listen to your side of an argument?

1   Often
2   Sometimes
3   Hardly ever

Default Next:   CSAS009C
Lead-In:   CSAS007C [Default]

CSAS009C

About how often does your stepfather know who you are with when you're not home?

1   Often
2   Sometimes
3   Hardly ever

Default Next:   CSAS010A
Lead-In:   CSAS008C [Default]
CSAS010A

Who usually makes the decisions about buying your clothes?
(Choose ALL the people who help decide.)

1   You
2   Mother
3   Father
4   Stepfather
5   Stepmother
6   Grandparent(s)
7   Friends
8   Someone else not listed here
9   No one

Default Next:  CSAS010B
Lead-In:       CSAS007C-DADCHK [Default], CSAS009C [Default]

CSAS010B

Who usually makes the decisions about how to spend your money?
(Choose ALL the people who help decide.)

1   You
2   Mother
3   Father
4   Stepfather
5   Stepmother
6   Grandparent(s)
7   Friends
8   Someone else not listed here
9   No one

Default Next:  CSAS010C
Lead-In:       CSAS010A [Default]

CSAS010C

Who usually makes the decisions about which friends to go out with?
(Choose ALL the people who help decide.)

1   You
2   Mother
3   Father
4   Stepfather
5   Stepmother
6   Grandparent(s)
7   Friends
8   Someone else not listed here
9   No one

Default Next:  CSAS010D
Lead-In:       CSAS010B [Default]
CSAS010D
Who usually makes the decisions about how late you can stay out?
(Choose ALL the people who help decide.)
1. You
2. Mother
3. Father
4. Stepfather
5. Stepmother
6. Grandparent(s)
7. Friends
8. Someone else not listed here
9. No one

Default Next: CSAS010E
Lead-In: CSAS010C [Default]

CSAS010E
Who usually makes the decisions about how much allowance you get? (Choose ALL the people who help decide.)
1. You
2. Mother
3. Father
4. Stepfather
5. Stepmother
6. Grandparent(s)
7. Friends
8. Someone else not listed here
9. No one
10. Do not get an allowance

Default Next: CSAS010F
Lead-In: CSAS010D [Default]

CSAS010F
Who usually makes the decisions about how much TV you can watch? (Choose ALL the people who help decide.)
1. You
2. Mother
3. Father
4. Stepfather
5. Stepmother
6. Grandparent(s)
7. Friends
8. Someone else not listed here
9. No one

Default Next: CSAS010G
Lead-In: CSAS010E [Default]
Who usually makes the decisions about your religious training? (Choose ALL the people who help decide.)

1. You
2. Mother
3. Father
4. Stepfather
5. Stepmother
6. Grandparent(s)
7. Friends
8. Someone else not listed here
9. No one

Default Next: CSAS011A-INTRO
Lead-In: CSAS010F [Default]

For the next few items, please think about the time you spend with your MOTHER. (Press NEXT to continue.)

Default Next: CSAS011A
Lead-In: CSAS010G [Default]

Do you think your mother spends enough time with you?

1. Spends enough time with me
2. Wish she spent more time with me
3. Spends too much time with me

Default Next: CSAS012A
Lead-In: CSAS011A-INTRO [Default]

About how often does your mother miss the events or activities that are important to you?

1. Misses events a lot
2. Sometimes misses events
3. Almost never misses events

Default Next: CSAS013A
Lead-In: CSAS011A [Default]

How close do you feel to your mother?

4. Extremely close
3. Quite close
2. Fairly close
1. Not very close

Default Next: CSAS014A
Lead-In: CSAS012A [Default]
CSAS014A
How well do you and your mother share ideas or talk about things that really matter?

4   Extremely well
3   Quite well
2   Fairly well
1   Not very well

Default Next: CSAS011B-DADCHK
Lead-In:   CSAS013A [Default]

CSAS011B-DADCHK
[FLAG - ASK FATHER-RELATED ITEMS?] = 1

1   Yes/Condition applies
0   No/Condition does not apply

If Answer = 1 Then GoTo CSAS011B-INTRO

Default Next: CSAS011C-DADCHK
Lead-In:   CSAS014A [Default]

CSAS011B-INTRO
Now think about the time you spend with your FATHER....
(Press NEXT to continue.)

Default Next: CSAS011B
Lead-In:   CSAS011B-DADCHK [1:1]

CSAS011B
Do you think your father spends enough time with you?

1   Spends enough time with me
2   Wish he spent more time with me
3   Spends too much time with me

Default Next: CSAS012B
Lead-In:   CSAS011B-INTRO [Default]

CSAS012B
About how often does your father miss the events or activities that are important to you?

1   Misses events a lot
2   Sometimes misses events
3   Almost never misses events

Default Next: CSAS013B
Lead-In:   CSAS011B [Default]
CSAS013B

How close do you feel to your father?

4   Extremely close
3   Quite close
2   Fairly close
1   Not very close

Default Next: CSAS014B
Lead-In:   CSAS012B [Default]

CSAS014B

How well do you and your father share ideas or talk about things that really matter?

4   Extremely well
3   Quite well
2   Fairly well
1   Not very well

Default Next: CSAS011C-DADCHK
Lead-In:   CSAS013B [Default]

CSAS011C-DADCHK

[FLAG - ASK STEP-FATHER RELATED ITEMS?] = 1

1   Yes/Condition applies
0   No/Condition does not apply

If Answer = 1 Then GoTo  CSAS011C-INTRO

Default Next: CSAS015
Lead-In:   CSAS011B [5:5], CSAS011B-DADCHK [Default], CSAS014B [Default]

CSAS011C-INTRO

Now think about the time you spend with your STEPFATHER....

(Press NEXT to continue.)

Default Next: CSAS011C
Lead-In:   CSAS011C-INTRO [1:1]

CSAS011C

Do you think your stepfather spends enough time with you?

1   Spends enough time with me
2   Wish he spent more time with me
3   Spends too much time with me

Default Next: CSAS012C
Lead-In:   CSAS011C-INTRO [Default]
CSAS012C
About how often does your stepfather miss the events or activities that are important to you?

1   Misses events a lot
2   Sometimes misses events
3   Almost never misses events

Default Next:  CSAS013C
Lead-In:  CSAS011C [Default]

CSAS013C
How close do you feel to your stepfather?

4   Extremely close
3   Quite close
2   Fairly close
1   Not very close

Default Next:  CSAS014C
Lead-In:  CSAS012C [Default]

CSAS014C
How well do you and your stepfather share ideas or talk about things that really matter?

4   Extremely well
3   Quite well
2   Fairly well
1   Not very well

Default Next:  CSAS015
Lead-In:  CSAS013C [Default]

CSAS015
In dealing with you, how often do your mother and father (or the person you think of as your father) agree with each other?

1   Always agree
2   Usually agree
3   Sometimes agree
4   Never agree
5   I only have one parent  ...(Go To  CSAS018D)

Default Next:  CSAS016
Lead-In:  CSAS011C [5:5],  CSAS011C-DADCHK [Default],  CSAS014C [Default]
CSAS016
When you answered this last question about how well your mother and father agree, were you thinking about your biological father, (the man who helped create you) or someone else?

1  Biological father
2  Stepfather
3  Someone else

Default Next: CSAS018-DADCHK
Lead-In:  CSAS015 [Default]

CSAS018-DADCHK
[FLAG - ASK FATHER-RELATED ITEMS?] = 1

1  Yes/Condition applies
0  No/Condition does not apply

If Answer = 1 Then GoTo  CSAS018A

Default Next: CSAS018D
Lead-In:  CSAS016 [Default]

CSAS018A
The following questions deal with relations between your mother and your biological father. How often do your biological parents get along well together?

1  Never
2  Once in a while
3  Fairly often
4  Very often

Default Next: CSAS018B
Lead-In:  CSAS018-DADCHK [1:1]

CSAS018B
How often do your biological parents agree about rules about you?

1  Never
2  Once in a while
3  Fairly often
4  Very often

Default Next: CSAS018C
Lead-In:  CSAS018A [Default]
CSAS018C
How often do your biological parents argue?
1 Never
2 Once in a while
3 Fairly often
4 Very often

Default Next: CSAS018D
Lead-In: CSAS018B [Default]

CSAS018D
How often do you hesitate to talk about your biological father in front of your mother?
1 Never
2 Once in a while
3 Fairly often
4 Very often

Default Next: CSAS018E-DADCHK
Lead-In: CSAS015 [5:5], CSAS018-DADCHK [Default], CSAS018C [Default]

CSAS018E-DADCHK
[FLAG - ASK FATHER-RELATED ITEMS?=]1
1 Yes/Condition applies
0 No/Condition does not apply
If Answer = 1 Then GoTo CSAS018E

Default Next: CSAS019A-DADCHK
Lead-In: CSAS018D [Default]

CSAS018E
How often do you hesitate to talk about your mother in front of your biological father?
1 Never
2 Once in a while
3 Fairly often
4 Very often

Default Next: CSAS018F
Lead-In: CSAS018E-DADCHK [1:1]

CSAS018F
How often do you feel caught in the middle of your biological parents?
1 Never
2 Once in a while
3 Fairly often
4 Very often

Default Next: CSAS019A-DADCHK
Lead-In: CSAS018E [Default]
CSAS019A-DADCHK

[FLAG - ASK STEP-FATHER RELATED ITEMS?] = 1

1 Yes/Condition applies
0 No/Condition does not apply

If Answer = 1 Then GoTo  CSAS019A

Default Next:  CSAS020A
Lead-In:  CSAS018E-DADCHK [Default], CSAS018F [Default]

CSAS019A

The following questions deal with relations between your mother and your stepfather. How often do your mother and stepfather get along well together?

1 Never
2 Once in a while
3 Fairly often
4 Very often

Default Next:  CSAS019B
Lead-In:  CSAS019A-DADCHK [1:1]

CSAS019B

How often do your mother and stepfather agree about rules about you?

1 Never
2 Once in a while
3 Fairly often
4 Very often

Default Next:  CSAS019C
Lead-In:  CSAS019A [Default]

CSAS019C

How often do your mother and stepfather argue?

1 Never
2 Once in a while
3 Fairly often
4 Very often

Default Next:  CSAS019D
Lead-In:  CSAS019B [Default]

CSAS019D

How often do you hesitate to talk about your stepfather in front of your mother?

1 Never
2 Once in a while
3 Fairly often
4 Very often

Default Next:  CSAS019E
Lead-In:  CSAS019C [Default]
CSAS019E
How often do you hesitate to talk about your mother in front of your stepfather?

1   Never
2   Once in a while
3   Fairly often
4   Very often

Default Next: CSAS019F
Lead-In: CSAS019D [Default]

CSAS019F
How often do you feel caught in the middle of your mother and stepfather?

1   Never
2   Once in a while
3   Fairly often
4   Very often

Default Next: CSAS020A
Lead-In: CSAS019E [Default]

CSAS020A
How much do you tell your parent(s) about...
...where you are when you are not at home?

0   Nothing at all
1   Just a little
2   Some
3   A lot

Default Next: CSAS020B
Lead-In: CSAS019F [Default], CSAS019A-DADCHK [Default]

CSAS020B
How much do you tell your parent(s) about...
...whom you are with when you are not at home?

0   Nothing at all
1   Just a little
2   Some
3   A lot

Default Next: CSAS020C
Lead-In: CSAS020A [Default]
CSAS020C
How much do you tell your parent(s) about... 
...how you spend your money?
   0  Nothing at all
   1  Just a little
   2  Some
   3  A lot

Default Next: CSAS020D
Lead-In: CSAS020B [Default]

CSAS020D
How much do you tell your parent(s) about... 
...what kind of TV shows and movies you see?
   0  Nothing at all
   1  Just a little
   2  Some
   3  A lot

Default Next: CSAS020E
Lead-In: CSAS020C [Default]

CSAS020E
How much do you tell your parent(s) about... 
...who your teachers are?
   0  Nothing at all
   1  Just a little
   2  Some
   3  A lot

Default Next: CSAS020F
Lead-In: CSAS020D [Default]

CSAS020F
How much do you tell your parent(s) about... 
...what your homework is?
   0  Nothing at all
   1  Just a little
   2  Some
   3  A lot

Default Next: CSAS021-INTRO
Lead-In: CSAS020E [Default]
Depression

CSAS021-INTRO
People have many different moods. Sometimes they have different feelings from day to day....
(Press NEXT to continue.)

Default Next: CSAS021A
Lead-In: CSAS020F [Default]

CSAS021A
How often do you feel...
...sad and blue?
1  Often
2  Sometimes
3  Hardly ever

Default Next: CSAS021B
Lead-In: CSAS021-INTRO [Default]

CSAS021B
How often do you feel...
...nervous, tense or on edge?
1  Often
2  Sometimes
3  Hardly ever

Default Next: CSAS021C
Lead-In: CSAS021A [Default]

CSAS021C
How often do you feel...
...happy?
1  Often
2  Sometimes
3  Hardly ever

Default Next: CSAS021D
Lead-In: CSAS021B [Default]

CSAS021D
How often do you feel...
...bored?
1  Often
2  Sometimes
3  Hardly ever

Default Next: CSAS021E
Lead-In: CSAS021C [Default]
CSAS021E
How often do you feel...
...lonely?
   1  Often
   2  Sometimes
   3  Hardly ever

Default Next:  CSAS021F
Lead-In:  CSAS021D [Default]

CSAS021F
How often do you feel...
...tired or worn out?
   1  Often
   2  Sometimes
   3  Hardly ever

Default Next:  CSAS021G
Lead-In:  CSAS021E [Default]

CSAS021G
How often do you feel...
...excited about something that you're looking forward to?
   1  Often
   2  Sometimes
   3  Hardly ever

Default Next:  CSAS021H
Lead-In:  CSAS021F [Default]

CSAS021H
How often do you feel...
...too busy to get everything done?
   1  Often
   2  Sometimes
   3  Hardly ever

Default Next:  CSAS021I
Lead-In:  CSAS021G [Default]

CSAS021I
How often do you feel...
...pressured by your mother or father?
   1  Often
   2  Sometimes
   3  Hardly ever

Default Next:  CSAS023-INTRO
Lead-In:  CSAS021H [Default]
CSAS023-INTRO

Here are some things that other people have said about their schools. We would like to know how well you think these sentences describe your school. If you are out of school for the summer, tell us about the past school year. (Press NEXT to continue.)

Default Next: CSAS023A
Lead-In: CSAS021I [Default]

CSAS023A
It's easy to make friends at this school.
1 Very true
2 Somewhat true
3 Not too true
4 Not at all true

Default Next: CSAS023B
Lead-In: CSAS023-INTRO [Default]

CSAS023B
Most of the teachers are willing to help with personal problems.
1 Very true
2 Somewhat true
3 Not too true
4 Not at all true

Default Next: CSAS023C
Lead-In: CSAS023A [Default]

CSAS023C
Most of my classes are boring.
1 Very true
2 Somewhat true
3 Not too true
4 Not at all true

Default Next: CSAS023D
Lead-In: CSAS023B [Default]

CSAS023D
I don't feel safe at this school.
1 Very true
2 Somewhat true
3 Not too true
4 Not at all true

Default Next: CSAS023E
Lead-In: CSAS023C [Default]
Most of my teachers don't know their subjects well.

1   Very true
2   Somewhat true
3   Not too true
4   Not at all true

Default Next: CSAS023F
Lead-In:   CSAS023D [Default]

You can get away with almost anything at this school.

1   Very true
2   Somewhat true
3   Not too true
4   Not at all true

Default Next: CSAS023G
Lead-In:   CSAS023E [Default]

My schoolwork requires me to think to the best of my abilities.

1   Very true
2   Somewhat true
3   Not too true
4   Not at all true

Default Next: CSAS023H
Lead-In:   CSAS023F [Default]

At this school, a person has the freedom to learn what interests him or her.

1   Very true
2   Somewhat true
3   Not too true
4   Not at all true

Default Next: CSAS024
Lead-In:   CSAS023G [Default]

How satisfied are you with your school?

4   Very satisfied
3   Somewhat satisfied
2   Somewhat dissatisfied
1   Very dissatisfied

Default Next: CSAS024A
Lead-In:   CSAS023H [Default]
Have you ever seen a student carry a weapon such as a gun or knife on school property?

1 Yes ...(Go To CSAS024B)
0 No

Default Next: CSAS025-INTRO
Lead-In: CSAS024 [Default]

In the last school year, how often have you seen any student carry a weapon such as a gun or knife on school property?

1 Never
2 Once or twice
3 A few times
4 Many times

Default Next: CSAS025-INTRO
Lead-In: CSAS024A [1:1]

Now think about the things you do between the time school lets out and dinner time....

(Press NEXT to continue.)

Default Next: CSAS025A
Lead-In: CSAS024A [Default], CSAS024B [Default]

Activities & Time Use

Between the time school lets out and dinner time...
...how often do you spend time with friends?

4 Every day or almost every day
3 Several times a week
2 About once a week
1 Less than once a week
0 Never

Default Next: CSAS025B
Lead-In: CSAS025-INTRO [Default]
CSAS025B
Between the time school lets out and dinner time...
...how often do you read a book or magazine not assigned at school?
   4   Every day or almost every day
   3   Several times a week
   2   About once a week
   1   Less than once a week
   0   Never

Default Next: CSAS025C
Lead-In: CSAS025A [Default]

CSAS025C
Between the time school lets out and dinner time...
...how often do you do chores around the house?
   4   Every day or almost every day
   3   Several times a week
   2   About once a week
   1   Less than once a week
   0   Never

Default Next: CSAS025D
Lead-In: CSAS025B [Default]

CSAS025D
Between the time school lets out and dinner time...
...how often do you work for pay?
   4   Every day or almost every day
   3   Several times a week
   2   About once a week
   1   Less than once a week
   0   Never

Default Next: CSAS025E
Lead-In: CSAS025C [Default]

CSAS025E
Between the time school lets out and dinner time...
...how often do you do homework?
   4   Every day or almost every day
   3   Several times a week
   2   About once a week
   1   Less than once a week
   0   Never

Default Next: CSAS025F
Lead-In: CSAS025D [Default]
CSAS025F
Between the time school lets out and dinner time...
...how often do you go to music, art, or drama lessons; or practice music, singing, drama, drawing/painting?

4   Every day or almost every day
3   Several times a week
2   About once a week
1   Less than once a week
0   Never

Default Next:  CSAS025G
Lead-In:  CSAS025E [Default]

CSAS025G
Between the time school lets out and dinner time...
...how often do you play sports or practice any physical activity?

4   Every day or almost every day
3   Several times a week
2   About once a week
1   Less than once a week
0   Never

Default Next:  CSAS025H
Lead-In:  CSAS025F [Default]

CSAS025H
Between the time school lets out and dinner time...
...how often do you watch TV?

4   Every day or almost every day
3   Several times a week
2   About once a week
1   Less than once a week
0   Never

Default Next:  CSAS025I
Lead-In:  CSAS025G [Default]

CSAS025I
Between the time school lets out and dinner time...
...how often do you do volunteer work or community service?

4   Every day or almost every day
3   Several times a week
2   About once a week
1   Less than once a week
0   Never

Default Next:  CSAS025J
Lead-In:  CSAS025H [Default]
CSAS025J
Between the time school lets out and dinner time...
...how often do you do things with your brother(s) or sister(s)?

4   Every day or almost every day
3   Several times a week
2   About once a week
1   Less than once a week
0   Never
5   I have no brother or sister

Default Next: CSAS026-INTRO
Lead-In:    CSAS025I [Default]  

CSAS026-INTRO
Now please think about WHERE you go between the time school lets out and dinner time....
(Press NEXT to continue.)

Default Next: CSAS026A
Lead-In:    CSAS026J [Default]  

CSAS026A
Between the time school lets out and dinner time...
...how often do you go home?

4   Every day or almost every day
3   Several times a week
2   About once a week
1   Less than once a week
0   Never

Default Next: CSAS026B
Lead-In:    CSAS026-INTRO [Default]  

CSAS026B
Between the time school lets out and dinner time...
...how often do you go to after-school care/extended day care?

4   Every day or almost every day
3   Several times a week
2   About once a week
1   Less than once a week
0   Never

Default Next: CSAS026C
Lead-In:    CSAS026A [Default]  
CSAS026C

Between the time school lets out and dinner time...
...how often do you go to the playground?

   4  Every day or almost every day
   3  Several times a week
   2  About once a week
   1  Less than once a week
   0  Never

Default Next: CSAS026D
Lead-In:   CSAS026B [Default]

CSAS026D

Between the time school lets out and dinner time...
...how often do you go to the library?

   4  Every day or almost every day
   3  Several times a week
   2  About once a week
   1  Less than once a week
   0  Never

Default Next: CSAS026E
Lead-In:   CSAS026C [Default]

CSAS026E

Between the time school lets out and dinner time...
...how often do you go shopping or to the mall?

   4  Every day or almost every day
   3  Several times a week
   2  About once a week
   1  Less than once a week
   0  Never

Default Next: CSAS026F
Lead-In:   CSAS026D [Default]

CSAS026F

Between the time school lets out and dinner time...
...how often do you go to a relative's or neighbor's house?

   4  Every day or almost every day
   3  Several times a week
   2  About once a week
   1  Less than once a week
   0  Never

Default Next: CSAS026G
Lead-In:   CSAS026E [Default]
CSAS026G
Between the time school lets out and dinner time...
...how often do you go to a friend's house?
   4   Every day or almost every day
   3   Several times a week
   2   About once a week
   1   Less than once a week
   0   Never

Default Next:  CSAS026H
Lead-In:       CSAS026F [Default]

CSAS026H
Between the time school lets out and dinner time...
...how often do you go to work or a job?
   4   Every day or almost every day
   3   Several times a week
   2   About once a week
   1   Less than once a week
   0   Never

Default Next:  CSAS026I
Lead-In:       CSAS026G [Default]

CSAS026I
Between the time school lets out and dinner time...
...how often do you go to a rec center, community center, YMCA/YWCA, or Boys or Girls Club?
   4   Every day or almost every day
   3   Several times a week
   2   About once a week
   1   Less than once a week
   0   Never

Default Next:  CSAS026J
Lead-In:       CSAS026H [Default]

CSAS026J
Between the time school lets out and dinner time...
...how often do you go to a sports facility, such as a health club, ball field, basketball court or gym?
   4   Every day or almost every day
   3   Several times a week
   2   About once a week
   1   Less than once a week
   0   Never

Default Next:  CSAS027
Lead-In:       CSAS026I [Default]
CSAS027
If you go home after school lets out, is an adult usually present when you get there?
   1   Yes
   0   No
   2   I go somewhere else after school

Default Next:  CSAS028
Lead-In:       CSAS026J [Default]

CSAS028
How far do you think you will go in school? Do you think you will:
(Choose the level you think you'll go.)
   1   Leave high school before graduation
   2   Graduate from high school
   3   Get some college or other training
   4   Graduate from college
   5   Get more than 4 years of college
   6   Something else

Default Next:  CSAS029A
Lead-In:       CSAS027 [Default]

CSAS029A
Do you belong to any clubs or organizations NOT sports-related, either in or out of school?
   1   Yes
   0   No

Default Next:  CSAS029B
Lead-In:       CSAS028 [Default]

CSAS029B
Do you belong to any sports teams, clubs, or organized sports activities, either in or out of school?
   1   Yes
   0   No

Default Next:  CSAS030-INTRO
Lead-In:       CSAS029A [Default]

CSAS030-INTRO
Here are some views that young people have about themselves.
(Press NEXT to continue.)

Default Next:  CSAS030A
Lead-In:       CSAS029B [Default]
CSAS030A
Girls and boys should be treated the same at school. How much to you agree or disagree?
  1 Strongly Agree
  2 Agree
  3 Disagree
  4 Strongly Disagree

Default Next: CSAS030B
Lead-In: CSAS030-INTRO [Default]

CSAS030B
A girl should NOT let a boy know she is smarter than he is.
  1 Strongly Agree
  2 Agree
  3 Disagree
  4 Strongly Disagree

Default Next: CSAS030C
Lead-In: CSAS030A [Default]

CSAS030C
Competing with boys in school would make a girl unpopular with boys.
  1 Strongly Agree
  2 Agree
  3 Disagree
  4 Strongly Disagree

Default Next: CSAS030D
Lead-In: CSAS030B [Default]

CSAS030D
A girl should pay her own way on dates.
  1 Strongly Agree
  2 Agree
  3 Disagree
  4 Strongly Disagree

Default Next: CSAS030E
Lead-In: CSAS030C [Default]
CSAS030E
If there is not enough money for all the children in a family to go to college, the boys should get to go instead of the girls.

   1   Strongly Agree
   2   Agree
   3   Disagree
   4   Strongly Disagree

Default Next:  CSAS030F
Lead-In:  CSAS030D [Default]

CSAS030F
It is perfectly okay for a girl to ask a boy for a date, even if he has never asked her.

   1   Strongly Agree
   2   Agree
   3   Disagree
   4   Strongly Disagree

Default Next:  CSAS031-INTRO
Lead-In:  CSAS030E [Default]

CSAS031-INTRO
Think about how you spend your time on a usual day during the summer....
(Press NEXT to continue.)

Default Next:  CSAS031A
Lead-In:  CSAS-AGE9CK2 [1:1], CSAS030F [Default]

CSAS031A
During the summer...
...how often do you spend time with friends?

   4   Every day or almost every day
   3   Several times a week
   2   About once a week
   1   Less than once a week
   0   Never

Default Next:  CSAS031B
Lead-In:  CSAS031-INTRO [Default]

CSAS031B
During the summer...
...how often do you read books or magazines for fun?

   4   Every day or almost every day
   3   Several times a week
   2   About once a week
   1   Less than once a week
   0   Never

Default Next:  CSAS031C
Lead-In:  CSAS031A [Default]
CSAS031C
During the summer...
...how often do you do chores around the house?
   4  Every day or almost every day
   3  Several times a week
   2  About once a week
   1  Less than once a week
   0  Never

**Default Next:** CSAS031D
**Lead-In:** CSAS031B [Default]

CSAS031D
During the summer...
...how often do you work for pay?
   4  Every day or almost every day
   3  Several times a week
   2  About once a week
   1  Less than once a week
   0  Never

**Default Next:** CSAS031E
**Lead-In:** CSAS031C [Default]

CSAS031E
During the summer...
...how often do you go to school, attend a class, or do school work?
   4  Every day or almost every day
   3  Several times a week
   2  About once a week
   1  Less than once a week
   0  Never

**Default Next:** CSAS031F
**Lead-In:** CSAS031D [Default]

CSAS031F
During the summer...
...how often do you go to an organized activity such as sports, music lessons, or camp?
   4  Every day or almost every day
   3  Several times a week
   2  About once a week
   1  Less than once a week
   0  Never

**Default Next:** CSAS031G
**Lead-In:** CSAS031E [Default]
CSAS031G

During the summer...
...how often do you watch TV?

4  Every day or almost every day
3  Several times a week
2  About once a week
1  Less than once a week
0  Never

Default Next: CSAS031H
Lead-In:   CSAS031F [Default]

CSAS031H

During the summer...
...how often do you go shopping or to the mall?

4  Every day or almost every day
3  Several times a week
2  About once a week
1  Less than once a week
0  Never

Default Next: CSAS031I
Lead-In:   CSAS031G [Default]

CSAS031I

During the summer...
...how often do you do things with your brother(s) or sister(s)?

4  Every day or almost every day
3  Several times a week
2  About once a week
1  Less than once a week
0  Never
5  I have no brother or sister

Default Next: CSAS031J
Lead-In:   CSAS031H [Default]

CSAS031J

During the summer...
...how often do you go to the playground or rec center?

4  Every day or almost every day
3  Several times a week
2  About once a week
1  Less than once a week
0  Never

Default Next: CSAS031K
Lead-In:   CSAS031I [Default]
CSAS031K
During the summer...
...how often do you go to a relative's or neighbor's house?
   4 Every day or almost every day
   3 Several times a week
   2 About once a week
   1 Less than once a week
   0 Never

Default Next: CSAS-AGE9CK3
Lead-In: CSAS031J [Default]

CSAS-AGE9CK3

[CHILD AGE IN YEARS]=9
   1 Yes/Condition applies
   0 No/Condition does not apply

If Answer = 1 Then GoTo CSAS102A

Default Next: CSAS032
Lead-In: CSAS031K [Default]

CSAS032
Thinking about the area around your home, how safe do you feel walking and playing in your neighborhood?
   4 Very safe
   3 Reasonably safe
   2 Somewhat safe
   1 Very unsafe

Default Next: CSAS033
Lead-In: CSAS-AGE9CK3 [Default]

CSAS033
Now think about a usual weekday.
How much time do you spend watching TV on a typical weekday?
(Enter number of hours)

   Enter Answer: 

Default Next: CSAS034A
Lead-In: CSAS032 [Default]

CSAS034A
Now, think about your weekends.
How much time do you spend watching TV on a Saturday?
(Enter number of hours)

   Enter Answer: 

Default Next: CSAS034B
Lead-In: CSAS033 [Default]
2002 NLSY79 Child CSAS – Delinquent Behavior

CSAS034B
How much time do you spend watching TV on a Sunday?
(Enter number of hours)

Enter Answer: 

Default Next: CSAS040A
Lead-In: CSAS034A [Default]

---

Delinquent Behavior

CSAS040A
In the last year, about how many times (if ever) have you...
...stayed out later than your parent(s) said you should?

0 Never
1 Once
2 Twice
3 More than twice

Default Next: CSAS040B
Lead-In: CSAS034B [Default]

CSAS040B
In the last year, about how many times (if ever) have you...
...hurt someone badly enough to need bandages or a doctor?

0 Never
1 Once
2 Twice
3 More than twice

Default Next: CSAS040C
Lead-In: CSAS040A [Default]

CSAS040C
In the last year, about how many times (if ever) have you...
...lied to your parent(s) about something important?

0 Never
1 Once
2 Twice
3 More than twice

Default Next: CSAS040D
Lead-In: CSAS040B [Default]
CSAS040D

In the last year, about how many times (if ever) have you...
...taken something from a store without paying for it?

0   Never  
1   Once    
2   Twice   
3   More than twice 

Default Next: CSAS040E
Lead-In:     CSAS040C [Default]

CSAS040E

In the last year, about how many times (if ever) have you...
...damaged school property on purpose? 

0   Never  
1   Once    
2   Twice   
3   More than twice 

Default Next: CSAS040F
Lead-In:     CSAS040D [Default]

CSAS040F

In the last year, about how many times (if ever) have you...
...gotten drunk? 

0   Never  
1   Once    
2   Twice   
3   More than twice 

Default Next: CSAS040G
Lead-In:     CSAS040E [Default]

CSAS040G

In the last year, about how many times (if ever) have you...
...had to bring your parent(s) to school because of something you did wrong?

0   Never  
1   Once    
2   Twice   
3   More than twice 

Default Next: CSAS040H
Lead-In:     CSAS040F [Default]
CSAS040H
In the last year, about how many times (if ever) have you...
...skipped a day of school without permission?
   0   Never
   1   Once
   2   Twice
   3   More than twice

Default Next: CSAS040I
Lead-In:       CSAS040G [Default]

CSAS040I
In the last year, about how many times (if ever) have you...
...stayed out at least one night without permission?
   0   Never
   1   Once
   2   Twice
   3   More than twice

Default Next: CSAS042
Lead-In:       CSAS040H [Default]

---

Religion

CSAS042
In the past year, about how often have you attended religious services?
   6   More than once a week
   5   About once a week
   4   2-3 times a month
   3   About once a month
   2   Several times a year or less
   1   Not at all ...(Go To  CSAS043C)

Default Next: CSAS043A
Lead-In:       CSAS040I [Default]

CSAS043A
Do you usually attend religious services with your parent(s)?
   1   Yes
   0   No

Default Next: CSAS043B
Lead-In:       CSAS042 [Default]
CSAS043B
Would you attend religious services even if your parent(s) didn't?

1  Yes
0  No

Default Next: CSAS043D
Lead-In:   CSAS043A [Default]

CSAS043D
Do some of your friends go to the same church or synagogue as you do?

1  Yes
0  No

Default Next: CSAS043C
Lead-In:   CSAS043B [Default]

CSAS043C
Do many of your friends go to religious services?

1  Yes
0  No

Default Next: CSAS044
Lead-In:   CSAS042 [1:1], CSAS043D [Default]

---

Friends

CSAS044
How many close friends do you have who are boys?
(Enter Number of Boys)

Enter Answer: 

Default Next: CSAS044A
Lead-In:   CSAS043C [Default]

CSAS044A
How much do you tell your parent(s) about your friends who are boys (who they are and what they are like)?

0  Nothing at all
1  Just a little
2  Some
3  A lot
5  Don't have friends who are boys

Default Next: CSAS045
Lead-In:   CSAS044 [Default]
CSAS045
How many close friends do you have who are girls?
(Enter Number of Girls)

Enter Answer:

Default Next: CSAS045A
Lead-In: CSAS044A [Default]

CSAS045A
How much do you tell your parent(s) about your friends who are girls (who they are and what they are like)?

   0   Nothing at all
   1   Just a little
   2   Some
   3   A lot
   5   Don't have friends who are girls

Default Next: CSAS046
Lead-In: CSAS045 [Default]

CSAS046
How much do you tell your mother (or father) about your friends' parents (who they are and what they are like)?

   0   Nothing at all
   1   Just a little
   2   Some
   3   A lot

Default Next: CSAS046A
Lead-In: CSAS045A [Default]

CSAS046A
Are most of your close friends...

   1   In your grade
   2   In a higher grade
   3   In a lower grade
   4   Not in school
   5   Don't have any close friends ...(Go To CSAS047A)

Default Next: CSAS047
Lead-In: CSAS046 [Default]

CSAS047
Are most of your close friends...

   1   Younger than you are
   2   About the same age as you are
   3   Older than you are

Default Next: CSAS047A
Lead-In: CSAS046A [Default]
CSAS047A
How often do you wish you had more friends?
   3  Often
   2  Sometimes
   1  Hardly ever
Default Next:  CSAS048A
Lead-In:       CSAS046A [5:5], CSAS047 [Default]

---

Peer Pressure

CSAS048A
Do you ever feel pressure from your friends to try cigarettes?
   1  Yes
   0  No
Default Next:  CSAS048B
Lead-In:       CSAS047A [Default]

CSAS048B
Do you ever feel pressure from your friends to work hard in school?
   1  Yes
   0  No
Default Next:  CSAS048C
Lead-In:       CSAS048A [Default]

CSAS048C
Do you ever feel pressure from your friends to try marijuana or other drugs?
   1  Yes
   0  No
Default Next:  CSAS048D
Lead-In:       CSAS048B [Default]

CSAS048D
Do you ever feel pressure from your friends to drink beer, wine or liquor?
   1  Yes
   0  No
Default Next:  CSAS048E
Lead-In:       CSAS048C [Default]
CSAS048E

Do you ever feel pressure from your friends to skip school?

1 Yes
0 No

Default Next: CSAS048F
Lead-In: CSAS048D [Default]

CSAS048F

Do you ever feel pressure from your friends to commit a crime, or do something violent?

1 Yes
0 No

Default Next: CSAS049-INTRO
Lead-In: CSAS048E [Default]

---

Risk-Taking

CSAS049-INTRO

Please choose how much you agree or disagree with each of the following statements. (Press NEXT to continue.)

Default Next: CSAS049A
Lead-In: CSAS048F [Default]

CSAS049A

I often get in a jam because I do things without thinking.

1 Strongly Agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly Disagree

Default Next: CSAS049B
Lead-In: CSAS049-INTRO [Default]

CSAS049B

I think that planning takes the fun out of things.

1 Strongly Agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly Disagree

Default Next: CSAS049C
Lead-In: CSAS049A [Default]
CSAS049C
I have to use a lot of self-control to keep out of trouble.

1 Strongly Agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly Disagree

Default Next: CSAS049D
Lead-In: CSAS049B [Default]

CSAS049D
I enjoy taking risks.

1 Strongly Agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly Disagree

Default Next: CSAS049E
Lead-In: CSAS049C [Default]

CSAS049E
I enjoy new and exciting experiences, even if they are a little frightening or unusual.

1 Strongly Agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly Disagree

Default Next: CSAS049F
Lead-In: CSAS049D [Default]

CSAS049F
Life with no danger in it would be too dull for me.

1 Strongly Agree
2 Agree
3 Disagree
4 Strongly Disagree

Default Next: CSAS050
Lead-In: CSAS049E [Default]
Substance Use

CSAS050
Have you ever smoked a cigarette?
   1   Yes    ...(Go To CSAS051)
   0   No

Default Next: CSAS056A
Lead-In:       CSAS049F [Default]

CSAS051
In your lifetime, how many different times have you smoked a cigarette?
   1   10 or more times
   2   A few times
   3   Once or twice

Default Next: CSAS052
Lead-In:       CSAS050 [1:1]

CSAS052
How old were you when you first smoked a cigarette?
(Enter Age)

   Enter Answer:   

Default Next: CSAS053
Lead-In:       CSAS050 [1:1]

CSAS053
When was the most recent time you smoked a cigarette?
   1   Within the past month (30 days)    ...(Go To CSAS054)
   2   1 to 3 months ago
   3   4 or more months ago but less than 6 months ago
   4   6 or more months ago but less than 1 year ago
   5   1 or more years ago but less than 3 years ago
   6   3 or more years ago

Default Next: CSAS056A
Lead-In:       CSAS050 [1:1]

CSAS054
During the last 30 days, how often have you smoked cigarettes on average?
   1   Less than once a week
   2   1 or 2 days per week
   3   3 or 4 days per week
   4   5 or 6 days per week
   5   Every day

Default Next: CSAS055
Lead-In:       CSAS050 [1:1]
CSAS055

On the days that you smoked in the last 30 days, how many cigarettes per day did you smoke? (Enter number of cigarettes.)

Enter Answer: 

Default Next: CSAS056A
Lead-In: CSAS054 [Default]

CSAS056A

Have you ever drunk alcohol, other than just a sip or two? (Do not include childhood sips that you might have had from an older person's drink.)

1 Yes ...(Go To CSAS056B)
0 No

Default Next: CSAS061
Lead-In: CSAS050 [Default], CSAS053 [Default], CSAS055 [Default]

CSAS056B

About how old were you the first time you had a glass of beer or wine or a drink of liquor, such as whiskey, gin, scotch, etc.? (Enter age)

Enter Answer: 

Default Next: CSAS057A

CSAS057A

Have you ever drunk alcohol more than once a month?

1 Yes ...(Go To CSAS057B)
0 No

Default Next: CSAS058
Lead-In: CSAS056B [Default]

CSAS057B

About how old were you the first time you drank alcohol more than once a month? (Enter age)

Enter Answer: 

Default Next: CSAS058
Lead-In: CSAS057A [1:1]
When was the most recent time you drank?

1. Within the past month (30 days) ...(Go To CSAS059)
2. 1 to 3 months ago
3. 4 or more months ago but less than 6 months ago
4. 6 or more months ago but less than 1 year ago
5. 1 or more years ago but less than 3 years ago
6. 3 or more years ago

Default Next: CSAS061

Lead-In: CSAS057A [Default], CSAS057B [Default]

During the last 30 days, how often did you drink alcoholic beverages, including beer, wine, or liquor?

1. Less than once a week
2. 1 or 2 days per week
3. 3 or 4 days per week
4. 5 or 6 days per week
5. Every day

Default Next: CSAS060

Lead-In: CSAS058 [1:1]

On the days that you drank in the last 30 days, how many drinks per day did you usually have? (Enter number of drinks.)

Enter Answer: 

Default Next: CSAS061

Lead-In: CSAS059 [Default]

Have you ever used marijuana?

1. Yes ...(Go To CSAS062)
0. No

Default Next: CSAS066

Lead-In: CSAS058 [Default], CSAS056A [Default], CSAS0560 [Default]

In your lifetime, on how many different occasions have you used marijuana?

1. 10 or more times
2. A few times
3. Once or twice

Default Next: CSAS063

Lead-In: CSAS061 [1:1]
CSAS063
How old were you when you first used marijuana?
(Enter Age)

Enter Answer: 

Default Next: CSAS064
Lead-In: CSAS062 [Default]

CSAS064
When was the most recent time you used marijuana?

1  Within the past month (30 days)  ...(Go To CSAS065)
2  1 to 3 months ago
3  4 or more months ago but less than 6 months ago
4  6 or more months ago but less than 1 year ago
5  1 or more years ago but less than 3 years ago
6  3 or more years ago

Default Next: CSAS066
Lead-In: CSAS063 [Default]

CSAS065
During the last 30 days, how often, if ever, have you used marijuana?

1  Less than once a week
2  1 or 2 days per week
3  3 or 4 days per week
4  5 or 6 days per week
5  Every day

Default Next: CSAS066
Lead-In: CSAS064 [1:1]

CSAS066
Have you ever "sniffed" or "huffed" substances like glue, gas, sprays, fluids or anything like that for kicks or to get high?

1  Yes  ...(Go To CSAS068)
0  No

Default Next: CSAS071
Lead-In: CSAS061 [Default], CSAS064 [Default], CSAS065 [Default]

CSAS068
How old were you when you first "sniffed" or "huffed" one of these substances for kicks or to get high?
(Enter Age)

Enter Answer: 

Default Next: CSAS069
Lead-In: CSAS066 [1:1]
CSAS069
When was the most recent time you "sniffed" or "huffed" one of these substances for kicks or to get high?
1 Within the past month (30 days) ...(Go To CSAS070)
2 1 to 3 months ago
3 4 or more months ago but less than 6 months ago
4 6 or more months ago but less than 1 year ago
5 1 or more years ago but less than 3 years ago
6 3 or more years ago

Default Next: CSAS071
Lead-In: CSAS068 [Default]

CSAS070
During the last 30 days, how often did you "sniff" or "huff" one of these substances?
1 Less than once a week
2 1 or 2 days per week
3 3 or 4 days per week
4 5 or 6 days per week
5 Every day

Default Next: CSAS071
Lead-In: CSAS069 [1:1]

CSAS071
Have you ever used LSD, PCP, peyote, mescaline or any other hallucinogen?
1 Yes ...(Go To CSAS073)
0 No

Default Next: CSAS076
Lead-In: CSAS069 [Default], CSAS066 [Default], CSAS070 [Default]

CSAS073
How old were you when you first used LSD, PCP, peyote, mescaline or any other hallucinogen?
(Enter Age)

Enter Answer: 

Default Next: CSAS074
Lead-In: CSAS071 [1:1]

CSAS074
When was the most recent time you used LSD, PCP, peyote, mescaline or any other hallucinogen?
1 Within the past month (30 days) ...(Go To CSAS075)
2 1 to 3 months ago
3 4 or more months ago but less than 6 months ago
4 6 or more months ago but less than 1 year ago
5 1 or more years ago but less than 3 years ago
6 3 or more years ago

Default Next: CSAS076
Lead-In: CSAS073 [Default]
CSAS075
During the last 30 days how often did you use LSD, PCP, peyote, mescaline or any other hallucinogen?
   1  Less than once a week
   2  1 or 2 days per week
   3  3 or 4 days per week
   4  5 or 6 days per week
   5  Every day

**Default Next:** CSAS076
**Lead-In:** CSAS074 [1:1]

CSAS076
Have you ever used any kind of cocaine (including powder, crack or free base)?
   1  Yes ...(Go To CSAS078)
   0  No

**Default Next:** CSAS081
**Lead-In:** CSAS071 [Default], CSAS074 [Default], CSAS075 [Default]

CSAS078
How old were you when you first used any form of cocaine (including powder, crack or free base)?
(Enter Age)

   Enter Answer: □

**Default Next:** CSAS079
**Lead-In:** CSAS076 [1:1]

CSAS079
When was the most recent time you used any kind of cocaine (including powder, crack or free base)?
   1  Within the past month (30 days) ...(Go To CSAS080)
   2  1 to 3 months ago
   3  4 or more months ago but less than 6 months ago
   4  6 or more months ago but less than 1 year ago
   5  1 or more years ago but less than 3 years ago
   6  3 or more years ago

**Default Next:** CSAS081
**Lead-In:** CSAS078 [Default]

CSAS080
During the last 30 days how often did you use any kind of cocaine?
   1  Less than once a week
   2  1 or 2 days per week
   3  3 or 4 days per week
   4  5 or 6 days per week
   5  Every day

**Default Next:** CSAS081
**Lead-In:** CSAS079 [1:1]
CSAS081

Have you ever used any kind of "uppers or downers" (amphetamines, meth, ecstasy, diet pills, speed, barbiturates, yellows, reds)? Don't include medicines prescribed by your doctor.

1   Yes    ...(Go To CSAS083)
0   No

**Default Next:** CSAS086A  
**Lead-In:** CSAS076 [Default], CSAS080 [Default], CSAS079 [Default]

CSAS083

How old were you when you first used any uppers or downers?
(Enter Age)

Enter Answer:  

**Default Next:** CSAS084  
**Lead-In:** CSAS081 [1:1]

CSAS084

When was the most recent time you used any kind of upper or downers?

1   Within the past month (30 days)    ...(Go To CSAS085)
2   1 to 3 months ago
3   4 or more months ago but less than 6 months ago
4   6 or more months ago but less than 1 year ago
5   1 or more years ago but less than 3 years ago
6   3 or more years ago

**Default Next:** CSAS086A  
**Lead-In:** CSAS083 [Default]

CSAS085

During the last 30 days how often did you use any kind of upper or downers?

1   Less than once a week
2   1 or 2 days per week
3   3 or 4 days per week
4   5 or 6 days per week
5   Every day

**Default Next:** CSAS086A  
**Lead-In:** CSAS084 [1:1]
Have you had your first date or have you started going out alone with someone?

1  Yes ...(Go To CSAS086B)
0  No
2  No - I'm too young for that

Default Next: CSAS089
Lead-In: CSAS084 [Default], CSAS081 [Default], CSAS085 [Default]

At what age did you have your first date or begin going out alone with someone of the opposite sex?
(Enter Age)

Enter Answer:

Default Next: CSAS087
Lead-In: CSAS086A [1:1]

About how often do you usually go out on a date?

1  Once or twice a week
2  Once or twice a month
3  Less than once or twice a month
4  Almost never

Default Next: CSAS088
Lead-In: CSAS086B [Default]

Are you going out with one particular person, or are you dating more than one person?

1  Date only one person
2  Dating more than one person
3  Dating no one right now

Default Next: CSAS089
Lead-In: CSAS087 [Default]

What do you think is the best age, if any, for you to get married?
(Enter Age)

Enter Answer:

Default Next: CSAS090
Lead-In: CSAS086A [Default], CSAS088 [Default]
CSAS090
What is the youngest age you can imagine yourself getting married?
(Enter Age)

Enter Answer: [ ]
Default Next: CSAS091
Lead-In: CSAS089 [Default]

CSAS091
What do you think is the best age for you to have your first child?
(Enter Age)

Enter Answer: [ ]
Default Next: CSAS092
Lead-In: CSAS090 [Default]

CSAS092
What is the youngest age you can imagine yourself having your first child?
(Enter Age)

Enter Answer: [ ]
Default Next: CSAS093
Lead-In: CSAS091 [Default]

CSAS093
Did you ever have a course or spend any time in a class at school learning about sex education?

  1   Yes   ...(Go To CSAS093A)
  0   No

Default Next: CSAS094A
Lead-In: CSAS092 [Default]

CSAS093A
What grade were you in when you first had this course or discussion on sex education?

  0   Before 4th grade
  1   4th grade
  2   5th grade
  3   6th grade
  4   7th grade
  5   8th grade
  6   9th grade
  7   10th grade or higher

Default Next: CSAS094A
Lead-In: CSAS093 [1:1]
CSAS094A
Who in your family do you talk to about sex most often? Choose one person.

1   Mother
2   Father
3   Stepfather
4   Stepmother
5   Brother
6   Sister
7   Grandparent
8   Aunt
9   Uncle
10  Cousin
11  No one in my family ...(Go To CSAS094C)

Default Next: CSAS094B
Lead-In:   CSAS093 [Default], CSAS093A [Default]

CSAS094B
Do you usually talk about sex with someone else in your family we didn't mention?

1   Yes
0   No

Default Next: CSAS094C
Lead-In:   CSAS094A [Default]

CSAS094C
Outside of your family, who do you talk to most about sex? Choose one person.

1   Friend
2   Nurse
3   Doctor
4   Teacher
5   Minister/Rabbi/Priest/etc.
6   Counselor
7   Other Adult
8   Someone else not listed above
9   No one outside my family

Default Next: CSAS095
Lead-In:   CSAS094A [11:11], CSAS094B [Default]
CSAS095
When during the female monthly menstrual cycle, is pregnancy most likely to occur?

1   Right before the period begins
2   During the period
3   Right after the period ends
4   About 2 weeks after the period begins
5   Anytime during the month
8   Don't know

Default Next: CSAS096
Lead-In: CSAS094C [Default]

CSAS096
Have you ever been away from your mother for at least two months (not counting summer camp)?

1   Yes    ...(Go To CSAS097)
0   No

Default Next: CSAS099-DADCHK
Lead-In: CSAS095 [Default]

CSAS097
Where were you the last time you were away from her for at least two months?

1   I was at boarding school
2   I was in the hospital
3   I was with my father
4   I was with a grandparent
5   I was with another relative
6   I was home, mother was away
7   I was someplace else not listed

Default Next: CSAS098
Lead-In: CSAS096 [1:1]

CSAS098
How old were you the last time this happened?
(Enter Age)

Enter Answer: 

Default Next: CSAS099-DADCHK
Lead-In: CSAS097 [Default]

CSAS099-DADCHK
[FLAG - ASK FATHER-RELATED ITEMS?=1

1   Yes/Condition applies
0   No/Condition does not apply

If Answer = 1 Then GoTo  CSAS099

Default Next: CSAS102A
Lead-In: CSAS098 [Default], CSAS096 [Default]
CSAS099
Have you ever been away from your father for at least two months (not counting summer camp)?
   1   Yes    ...(Go To CSAS100)
   0   No

Default Next: CSAS102A
Lead-In: CSAS099-DADCHK [1:1]

CSAS100
Where were you the last time you were away from him for at least two months?
   1   I was at boarding school
   2   I was in the hospital
   3   I was with my mother
   4   I was with a grandparent
   5   I was with another relative
   6   I was home, father was away
   7   I was someplace else not listed

Default Next: CSAS101
Lead-In: CSAS099 [1:1]

CSAS101
How old were you the last time this happened?
(Enter Age)

   Enter Answer: [ ]

Default Next: CSAS102A
Lead-In: CSAS100 [Default]

---

**Computer Usage**

CSAS102A
Is there a personal computer or laptop in your home?
   1   Yes    ...(Go To CSAS102B)
   0   No

Default Next: CSAS104
Lead-In: CSAS-AGE9CK3 [1:1], CSAS099-DADCHK [Default], CSAS099 [Default], CSAS101 [Default]

CSAS102B
Do you use the computer in your home?
   1   Yes    ...(Go To CSAS103)
   0   No

Default Next: CSAS104
Lead-In: CSAS102A [1:1]
CSAS103

What do you use the home computer for most often?

1 School work or homework
2 Learn/practice a skill (art, music, or another language, etc.)
3 Entertainment (fun, games, etc.)
4 Search for information; look things up
5 Accessing the internet; surf the web
6 Email, instant message, online chat
7 Shopping
8 To check the news, weather, or sports
9 Other uses
10 I never use the home computer

Default Next: CSAS104
Lead-In: CSAS102B [1:1]

CSAS104

How often, if ever, do you use a computer at school?

4 Every day or almost every day
3 Several times a week
2 About once a week
1 Less than once a week
0 Never

Default Next: CSAS105
Lead-In: CSAS102A [Default], CSAS102B [Default], CSAS103 [Default]

CSAS105

Who has helped you the most to learn how to use a computer?

1 Teacher
2 Friend
3 Father or mother
4 Brother or sister
5 I taught myself
6 Librarian
7 Someone else
0 Never use a computer

Default Next: CSAS106
Lead-In: CSAS104 [Default]
Where do you think you have learned the most about computers?

1  School
2  Home
3  Friend's house
4  Computer class outside school
5  Camp
6  Library
7  Boys/Girls club or community center
10 Somewhere else

Default Next: CSAS107A
Lead-In: CSAS105 [Default]

Have you ever had a class or a special training program, in school or somewhere else, on how to use a computer?

1  Yes
0  No

Default Next: CSAS107B
Lead-In: CSAS106 [Default]

Have you ever had a class or a special training program, in school or somewhere else, on how to do computer programming?

1  Yes
0  No

Default Next: CSAS107C
Lead-In: CSAS107A [Default]

Have you ever had a class or a special training program, in school or somewhere else, on how to do word processing?

1  Yes
0  No

Default Next: CSAS108A
Lead-In: CSAS107B [Default]

About how often do you use a computer to do homework or school work?

4  Every day or almost every day
3  Several times a week
2  About once a week
1  Less than once a week
0  Never

Default Next: CSAS108B
Lead-In: CSAS107C [Default]
CSAS108B
About how often do you use a computer to write papers or reports (projects) for school?
   4   Every day or almost every day
   3   Several times a week
   2   About once a week
   1   Less than once a week
   0   Never

Default Next:  CSAS108C
Lead-In:  CSAS108A [Default]

CSAS108C
About how often do you use a computer to write letters (not just short messages)?
   4   Every day or almost every day
   3   Several times a week
   2   About once a week
   1   Less than once a week
   0   Never

Default Next:  CSAS108D
Lead-In:  CSAS108B [Default]

CSAS108D
About how often do you use a computer to send or read e-mail?
   4   Every day or almost every day
   3   Several times a week
   2   About once a week
   1   Less than once a week
   0   Never

Default Next:  CSAS108E
Lead-In:  CSAS108C [Default]

CSAS108E
About how often do you use a computer to chat on-line?
   4   Every day or almost every day
   3   Several times a week
   2   About once a week
   1   Less than once a week
   0   Never

Default Next:  CSAS108F
Lead-In:  CSAS108D [Default]
CSAS108F
About how often do you use a computer to surf the net?
    4   Every day or almost every day
    3   Several times a week
    2   About once a week
    1   Less than once a week
    0   Never

Default Next: CSAS108G
Lead-In:   CSAS108E [Default]

CSAS108G
About how often do you use a computer to search for information, look things up, or use references?
    4   Every day or almost every day
    3   Several times a week
    2   About once a week
    1   Less than once a week
    0   Never

Default Next: CSAS108H
Lead-In:   CSAS108F [Default]

CSAS108H
About how often do you use a computer to play games or write games or download game codes?
    4   Every day or almost every day
    3   Several times a week
    2   About once a week
    1   Less than once a week
    0   Never

Default Next: CSAS108-OTHER
Lead-In:   CSAS108G [Default]

CSAS108-OTHER
Please choose all that apply.
What other things do you do at least once a week on the computer?
    1   Check the news, weather, or sports
    2   Write, make, or listen to music
    3   Make webpages, art, or graphics
    4   Access bulletin boards, newsgroups, on-line networks
    5   Writing - not required by school
    6   Shopping or checking information on products
    7   Writing computer programs
    8   Analyze data
    9   None of the above

Default Next: CSAS109A
Lead-In:   CSAS108H [Default]
CSAS109A

Before today, have you ever used a hand-held digital device or PDA (such as a Palm Pilot, Handspring Visor, Compaq IPaq, Sony Clio, HP Jornada, Hand Era, etc.)?

1   Yes   ...(Go To CSAS109B)
0   No

Default Next: CSAS-END
Lead-In:   CSAS108-OTHER [Default]

CSAS109B

How often do you use a hand-held digital device or a PDA?

4   Every day or almost every day
3   Several times a week
2   About once a week
1   Less than once a week
0   Never

Default Next: CSAS-END
Lead-In:  CSAS109A [1:1]

CSAS-END

Congratulations! You are finished with the interview!
PLEASE let the interviewer know that you have finished and give this back to him/her.

Default Next: CSAS-PROJID
Lead-In:   CSAS109A [Default], CSAS109B [Default]

Interviewer Remarks

CSAS-PROJID

INTERVIEWER: ENTER YOUR PROJECT ID NUMBER TO CONTINUE.

Enter Answer: 

Default Next: CSAS-IR1
Lead-In:   CSAS-PERM [Default], CSAS-AGE-VERIFY [Default], CSAS-R-GOBACK [Default], CSAS-END [Default]

CSAS-IR1

INTERVIEWER: HOW WAS THIS INSTRUMENT ADMINISTERED?

1   SELF-ADMINISTERED BY CHILD
2   INTERVIEWER ADMINISTERED
3   BY TELEPHONE
4   NOT ADMINISTERED   ...(Go To CSAS-EXIT)

Default Next: CSAS-IR2
Lead-In:   CSAS-PROJID [Default]
CSAS-IR2
INTERVIEWER: WERE ANY PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED WHEN ADMINISTERING THIS INSTRUMENT?
   1 YES
   0 NO
Default Next: CSAS-IR3
Lead-In: CSAS-IR1 [Default]

CSAS-IR3
INTERVIEWER: DID [CHILD NAME] HAVE ANY DIFFICULTY UNDERSTANDING THE TASK?
   1 YES
   0 NO
Default Next: CSAS-IR4
Lead-In: CSAS-IR2 [Default]

CSAS-IR4
INTERVIEWER: OVERALL, DID [CHILD NAME] SEEM TO LIKE THE SELF-ADMINISTERED SUPPLEMENT?
   1 YES
   0 NO
Default Next: CSAS-REMIND
Lead-In: CSAS-IR3 [Default]

CSAS-REMIND
INSTRUMENT IS COMPLETE. REMEMBER TO HOT SYNC THE CASE. CASE IS READY FOR HOT SYNC WHEN SCREEN DISPLAYS THE SURVEY ICON. PRESS "NEXT" TO CONTINUE.
Default Next: CSAS-EXIT
Lead-In: CSAS-IR4 [Default]

CSAS-EXIT
END OF INSTRUMENT. PRESS "NEXT" TO CLOSE THE CASE.
Default Next: CNORCID-CSAS
Lead-In: CSAS-IR1 [4:4], CSAS-FI-GOBACK [Default], CSAS-REMIND [Default]
Appendix: Selected Snapshots of the R20-2002 Child Self-Administered Supplement on PDA

The following is a collection of snapshots taken of the R20-2002 Child Self-Administered Supplement, running via proprietary PDA survey software on the HandEra™ 330. The questions shown below are practice items presented to respondents that demonstrated how to enter responses to various types of questions, and maneuver through the instrument. These items are representative of the way questions were presented to respondents throughout the rest of the instrument. A stylus was provided to the user to make entries on the touch screen of the PDA.

**Text Display**
All displayed instrument items include a question text box located at the top of the screen. The question name is located in the upper right hand corner of the PDA screen.

**Navigational Buttons**
There are two primary navigational buttons presented by the survey software. These are the “Next” button and the “Back” button. “Next” is for accepting a selected answer and continuing to the next question. Validation of a response against any defined constraints, and recording of the selected response is done upon tapping “Next”. The “Back” button allows the user to go back to review and/or change a previously answered question. A limit of fifty displayed questions was placed on how far a user could back up. If the user attempted to back up past this boundary or past the beginning of the survey, an error message would appear stating that the user could not go back any farther. Two additional controls, the “Home” and “Contrast” buttons are displayed at the bottom left of the PDA screen. Using the “Contrast” button, respondents and interviewers could adjust the screen lighter or darker to compensate for different lighting conditions. The “Home” button was used to exit the survey instrument at any point, if needed. Other than the power button, all other physical buttons and switches on the HandEra™ were disabled.

**Instruction Screens**
Instruction screens are used exclusively to give instructions and/or information to the user. The instruction screen “CSAS-P2” is shown above. Since there is no user intervention required other than tapping “Next” or “Back”, this screen does not include any other entry buttons.

**Message -- No Answer Selected**
With the exception of the instruction screens, every displayed question required some user input other than merely pressing the “Next” button. This intervention included selecting “Don’t Know” (DK), “Refuse” (R), or entering a valid response. If one of these actions was not taken prior to pressing “Next”, the user was presented a popup stating that they had not answered the question. The user then pressed “OK” to clear the message, made a response, and pressed “Next” to continue.
Choose One Response Questions

Most question items in the CSAS required selecting only a single response from a predetermined set. An example is shown in practice question item “CSAS-P3” at right. An entry box with the list of possible responses is located underneath the question text. To select the desired response, respondents tapped on a listed item with the stylus. That response was highlighted. “Don’t Know” (DK), and “Refuse” (R) buttons, located to the bottom left hand corner of the screen, were also valid selections. Only one response item could be selected at a time, and the most recently tapped response item was highlighted. Pressing “Next” recorded the highlighted choice as the response, and the display advanced to the next question in the instrument.

Mark-All Questions

This type of question allowed respondents to select as many items from a predetermined list as is applicable. Shown in “CSAS-P7” at left, respondents simply tapped the check-box beside each desired item to mark it as a response selection. Tapping the check-box again deselected that item as a response choice. Selecting “Don’t Know” or “Refuse” reset all prior choices, and locked out the response list. If “Don’t Know” or “Refuse” was subsequently deselected, the response list became active again. Pressing “Next” recorded the highlighted selections as the response, and advanced to the next question.

Numeric Entry Questions

Questions requiring a numeric entry by the respondent are less frequent in the CSAS than items with predetermined response lists. The numeric-entry type questions are represented by “CSAS-P5” (below right). A numeric pad was presented at the bottom of the screen and included buttons for 0-9, the decimal point, and a backspace. The Home, Contrast, “DK”, and “R” buttons were located to the left of the Numeric Pad. A box that displayed the respondent entry is located underneath the Question Text box. If a hard range is defined, i.e. absolute minimum and maximum accepted values, it was displayed below the entry box.

If the entry was outside of the hard range, an error message appeared stating that the answer was outside of the possible range.

If the entry was outside of the soft range, a warning message appeared stating that the answer seemed a little odd, and asked the user if it was correct.
In the R20-2002 Child Self-Administered Supplement instrument, the following two question types were only used by interviewers, either at start of the instrument or after the instrument had been completed and the PDA had been returned to the interviewer.

**Date Entry Questions**

In this question type, the numeric pad was again presented at the bottom of the screen. Three entry boxes for month, day, and year, are located underneath the question text. If a hard range for the date to be entered was defined, it was displayed underneath the entry box.

The numeric pad was used to enter a response. To enter 4/2/1999, the user could press 0,4,0,2,1,9,9,9 in sequence. Alternatively, the user could select the entry field explicitly. The date 4/2/1999 could be entered by tapping the month box, press 4, then tap the day box, press 2, tap the year box, and press 1,9,9,9. The order of field entry is not fixed with this method—days could be entered first, then year, then month. Pressing “Next” recorded the entry and advanced the instrument to the next question.

As in the numeric entry questions, if the entry was outside of a defined hard range, an error message appeared stating that the answer was outside of the possible range. If the entry was outside of the soft range, a warning message appeared stating that the answer seemed a little odd, and asks the user if it was entered correctly.

**Text Entry Questions**

For questions requiring a text entry, an alpha pad was displayed at the bottom of the screen and included buttons for letters A to Z, backspace, comma, period, and space. The “Home”, “Contrast”, “DK”, and “R” buttons are located to the left of the alpha pad. At left, the entry display box with the entry “CRAIG” is located underneath the question text. If the length of the predefined text entry field was greater then one line, a memo-type entry field was displayed. As shown here, if the length of the defined text entry field fit within one line, then only a text entry box was displayed.